Fixed Issues ‑ SLX ‑ 7.5 SP2	11/19/2009


	

Administrator
1‑28514
The values for the User Profile>Security tab>Set feature security for options are being held incorrectly.  The selected view should be held by Family, Name, and Type of Plugin rather than the Plugin ID.

1‑48095
Client Settings not saved when created as copy of another user.

1‑48716
Localization ‑ Duplicate hotkey in Copy Profile dialog

1‑48922
Create Database option don't retain focus

1‑50240
Web viewer user does not appear in the list of available user types

1‑51092
OK Button on Tools>Options>Database Tab gets disabled if no value for Create Remote Db in server dir field

1‑52101
Max Search Results defaults to 1000 when a number greater than 1000 is entered

1‑52632
Employee info is not being copied over when generating user from template

1‑53298
Getting unhandled exception when adding new table through db manager after hitting "apply changes" button

1‑54677
Admin Tools: No Response when user clicks the Windows ID Ellipse button at User Profile Dialog in Vista ONLY

1‑59011
"Database creation failed. Access violation at address XXXXXXXX in module Admin.exe"

1‑61445
Help file doesn't in License Wizard after click F1

1‑61578
'Speedsearch indexes' item is enable in Tools menu bar even though there is 'NO' value in Administrator roles.

1‑67272
Windows username ellipse doesn't bring result in Match Users form.

1‑67325
Admin/Manage/Currency, by click 'yes' on confirm message, error message box displays.

1‑67888
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU ‑ Error on localized LAN client when a default view is set

1‑68017
Speedsearch service shows error when running scheduled indexes.

1‑68062
Admin/Manage/Currency, by click 'yes' on confirm message, error message box displays.

1‑69387
Admin needs to allow a Max Search Results value of greater than 1000

1‑69589
Clicking the Library and closing Admin causes Debugging errors on systems with Visual Studio installed

1‑69594
Send Attachments Setting Does Not Save

1‑70082
Ampersands on a Picklist value do not save the selection when multiple selections are allowed

1‑70127
Libraries with a large amount of directories take a long time to load in the Administrator

1‑70234
Admin ‑ allow value for MAX Return Value (SpeedSearch) be set to 0 (do not set a max)

1‑70543
The Show time as in Outlook on an activity that has synced with SalesLogix being changed from Busy to Free (user is a member of the activity)

1‑70976
Field Level Security ‑ Admin/DBManager not filling in last element

Advanced Outlook Integration
1‑70674
SendSLX ‑ add extra check to ensure an email address is not blank

API
1‑64976
API Reference ‑ introductory paragraph and footer need to be updated.

Architect
1‑68028
During a full refresh the OnDBOpen event triggers after the form's OnChange event

1‑68399
Unable to clear or delete in a LookupEdit even when AllowBlank is checked

1‑69403
Change required in Architect to support Oracle and Unicode collations

1‑70297
Runtime Error Importing Leads using the Web Client when Check for Duplicates is Selected.

1‑70337
FR: Support recurring activities for finding free/busy time

1‑71751
"Exception EAccessViolation: Access violation at address 00441B80 in module 'SalesLogix.exe'. Read of address 0000005C
Exception location: [00441B80]{Saleslogix.exe}"

Build
1‑68618
AA ‑ build error after updating Roles entity with new property and checking option 'Generate Assembly' for package 'SalesLogix 
Security Support

1‑68962
Double clicking a red "Build Error" line (to go to the problem code) and editing the snippet causes code snippet loss.

1‑69659
Error deleting business rules

1‑69664
Build/Deploy doesn't always show changes 1st time

Bundle Model
1‑66514
The Help button on the Install Bundle wizard doesn't open Help.

1‑69079
AA ‑ Bundle Model: 'Minor Version' for a manifest not being updated

1‑71013
FLS does not work correctly when fields are added via a bundle in AA
Workaround ‑ add a field to a secured table in Admin. This will “self heal” the security record and sync the changes

Contacts
1‑70028
Error occurs when user attempts to edit Home or Other Address when synced over from Outlook to SLX using EL.

Crystal Reports
1‑49714
When running a report against a Group, where criteria contains information that is not from a table in the report, SLX returns an 
error: "Invalid  Crystal Query String", followed by:  "This field name is not known".
Workaround: add the table to the report

1‑69998
Report conditions do not work unless they are saved first

Customer Portal
1‑51849
Web: Customer Portal fields are spaced too far apart in Ticket Detail Views

1‑51895
Web: Customer Portal "remember me next time" does not auto populate login ID when user returns to login page

1‑51908
Web: Customer Portal does not display record count in Ticket List View

1‑52210
Speedsearch in CustomerPortal not displaying 'Please Wait' when performing search

1‑52514
Web: Customer Portal Ticket List View shows less results when user chooses to sort list after performing Lookup

1‑52663
Web:  Category and Issue fields do not generate a Picklist for the user

1‑54245
Web: In Customer Portal, Help results are not displayed correctly

1‑55532
Web: In Customer Portal, user has an option to search by AccountID which is not needed for Customer Portal

1‑55557
Web: In Customer Portal, the textboxes in Print Preview do not display with a distinct separation between the description and 
Resolution

1‑55722
Web: Customer Portal Print Preview Screen is missing the Contact Info Pane

1‑55727
Web: Attachments tab is missing the tooltip for the icon to Add a new attachment within a Ticket Detail View

1‑55858
Web: In Customer Portal, the date is not displayed on the Status Bar

1‑63479
Web: Customer Portal help still opens in the same window.

1‑68336
Web: Date lookup in customer portal tickets returns error

1‑68348
Web: If the Ticket Description field contains "( )" or "<>"an error displays

Customer Service (LAN)
1‑69361
Click OK to save a Ticket with no Contact pops up a message and closes unexpectedly

1‑70817
Web:  When scheduling an activity the activity will be scheduled for the current time.

Database
1‑66953
Compatibility error in 7.2 to 7.5 Upgrade documentation, page 14

1‑70058
Error: Failed to parse SQL when performing Search and Replace

Entities
1‑55688
AA: Creating a new business rule when the entity Business Rule node is collapsed appears to fail.

1‑55689
AA: Creating a new custom property when entity Properties node is collapsed appears to fail.

Entity
1‑64562
AA: Build fails when the Security property for the User entity in Security Support package is included

1‑64563
AA: Unable to access web client when some of the properties are included from the User entity in the SalesLogix Security 
Support package

1‑66063
AA: on trying to save and close form after a build, receive error ‑‑ "There was an error generating the XML document. 
(System.Xml)"

1‑66461
AA ‑ Numeric Control databinding fails with null values

1‑66618
"Method 'get_Usertext1' in type Sage.SalesLogix.Security.UserProfile' from assembly 'Sage.SalesLogix.Security, Version 
7.2.2.1871, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null' does not have an implementation.", error when opening web client

1‑67065
AA ‑ Numeric control: in web client numeric control of format type 'percent' equates a value of 1 to 100% instead of expected 
1%

1‑67375
"There is an unclosed literal string" error when using SQL Views in Web

1‑67527
AA ‑ Quick Forms: receive error per scenario of adding a Panel with a control, deleting panel, then re‑adding panel as before 
(same for MultiTab)

1‑67549
AA ‑ Quick Forms: form name referenced in code snippet not altered if name of form is subsequently changed ... results in 
build error

1‑67732
AA ‑ Timeline Visualization control: update 'help' to include reference to new 'Data Source' property

1‑67750
AA ‑ Datagrid control: 'Row Selection Column' type does not highlight the first and last rows on a datagrid in the web client

1‑67799
AA ‑ Business Rule: 'Object Reference not set to the instance of an object' when trying to pass a parameter to a business rule

1‑67890
AA: "The name '_Owner' does not exist in the current context" error when building the web platform (after 7.5.0 to 7.5.1 
upgrade)

1‑67892
AA ‑ relationship: An application exception has occurred. Value cannot be null. Parameter name: key (mscorlib)

1‑68081
AA ‑ Sort order cannot be set via datagrid.Sort() method in SalesLogix 7.5.1.

1‑68568
AA: Error occurs when updating an entity with custom fields added via DBManager or add a custom entity using an existing 
table on a Vista\2k8 OS and Oracle DB

1‑68704
AA: Code snippets have the GUID appended to the method if AA is closed while the editor is left open

1‑68854
Picklist with a default value displays the default but does not save the value to the database unless it is reselected

1‑68899
After changing Opportunity entity event, receive Index Out of Range error when saving changes to an Opportunity

1‑68955
AA ‑ Business Rules and Code Snippets: block commented code unexpectedly deleted

1‑68963
AA ‑ Quick Forms: unable to manipulate Panel properties using Code Snippet Action Item

1‑68996
AA: Error occurs if user adds Attachments to an entity and the entity Name field does not match the Table Name field

1‑69000
AA ‑ Filters: not working as expected when entity name has an underscore in it

1‑69002
AA ‑ Entities: problems arise when renaming an entity

1‑69024
Code snippet is not retained after editing Load Actions on a form in Application Architect

1‑69085
AA ‑ Quick Forms: Numeric control of format type 'Decimal' not working as expected

1‑69087
AA ‑ Quick Forms: for the Numeric control, after changing the format type property, the form is not marked as 'dirty'

1‑69393
AA ‑ Add/Remove Parameter from a Business Rule causes an error

1‑69394
AA ‑ Defect History form: querying Code Snippet on Custom format fields in grid

1‑69469
Quick form controls are populated before load actions are executed which results in failure for customized Picklists based on 
user regions

1‑69482
AA ‑ Code Snippets: currently possible to create duplicate method names within an entity, which causes method/ snippet to be 
overwritten
1‑69591
AA ‑ Quick Forms Lookup: form won't display (Object reference not set to an instance of an object) where Lookup Display 
Mode is 'DropDownList' and TabIndex is other than 0

1‑69696
AA ‑ new Main View: in web client receive error 'args is undefined' when trying to access entity

1‑69701
AA ‑ Filters: filters not appearing for new entities in the web client if created after the initial entity creation, build and deploy

1‑69707
AA ‑ Filters: a new filter or an edited filter may not be evident in the web client after a build of the web platform

1‑69741
AA ‑ Quick Forms: MultiTab or Panel controls: easy to add a datasource to the control itself, then datasource is not accessible

1‑69745
AA ‑ Quick Forms: Picklist control: for a property of data type 'Picklist', the picklistname may not be automatically set when 
the property is added to the form

1‑69793
AA ‑ Quick Forms: receive error trying to save form of name 'AccountDetailForm??!!!'

1‑69826
AA ‑ Quick Forms: Datagrid: properties referenced in grid columns are case sensitive

1‑69861
When invoking a smart part as a dialog via JavaScript, top and left parameters are being ignored

1‑69920
AA ‑ Quick Forms: for an Account form would expect a datagrid Link column to a Product detail view to work where the grid's 
datasource Use Smart Selection property is True

1‑70018
AA ‑ cannot add custom controls to the list of available AA quick form controls

1‑70061
AA ‑ Datagrids in the TabControl workspace run the Get By Method business rule twice when accessing or leaving the form in the web client

1‑70124
Web ‑ User should not be able to perform other actions when while in the middle of a merge process. 

1‑70180
AA ‑ Entities: Binary data types are incorrectly mapping to system.base

1‑70279
AA: Property Names are created with a '1' appended to the name

1‑70343
Web: Contacts ‑ Interests and Cuisine Picklist will not close and produce a web page error for a null selection

1‑70433
Underscore dropped from table name in Application Architect.

1‑70501
AA ‑ Date filters: update 'help' to indicate how date literals should be entered for lower/ upper date ranges

1‑70689
AA ‑ Changes to the SeedProperty of a lookup done via a coded event are ignored in SalesLogix web 7.5.1.

1‑71012
Provider: Update to connection string for Field level security causes Row Level security to be disabled

1‑71205
Opportunity Detail Grid: Add an Opportunity Detail Grid that displays Create user, Create Date, Modify User and Modify Date.

1‑71264
Add dependency to SpeedSearch Service

1‑71331
Errors on a 64 bit system viewing the dashboard.

Entity Designer
1‑69668
Groups regularly gets the 'invalid args error' when creating a new Group on a new Main View for a new Entity.

1‑69783
AA Entity Designer to set the flag at a minimum when creating a new entity

Forms Designer
1‑68094
AA: QF Designer ‑ AA unexpectedly exits with application exception when editing a complex form

1‑69294
Localization ‑ FRA and DEU: The error message is not localized in "New Form Wizard" window.

1‑69343
Dynamic Web Content Control doesn't span columns after deploying

General
1‑68745
The Applying 7.5 SP1 doc does not saying anything about needing admin rights to apply the service pack

Help
1‑66774
document how to change active tab on MultiTab control programmatically

1‑66860
The F1 command does not open Application Architect help.

1‑67163
AA: F1 hot key reference is missing from AA Help

1‑69234
System Data Type Editor dialog box needs F1 help

1‑69488
Broken help links due to SecurityExplorer.chm deprecation.

Import Wizard
1‑48395
Need to hook up the Help button on the Add/Edit/Copy Alias dialog box

Installs
1‑68619
SalesLogix client closes unexpectedly ( need to document permissions for cache folder)

1‑69026
Localization ‑ Some strings are not localized on View/Print License Agreement (Installation)

1‑69063
Localization ‑ Un-localizable dialog encountered during Web Host Installation

1‑69093
Mismatched files after 7.5,2 update of 7.5.1 Admin Tools & Servers

1‑69314
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Install ‑ some strings are un-localized in "Creating SalesLogix Web Site" dialog.

Intellisync
1‑67947
Intellisync throws an error when Notes or LongNotes field contains certain characters

1‑67980
Modify Intellisync to filter out SalesLogix Activity records with an Activity.SyncSource of 'SageMobile'

1‑68006
Intellisync will not function when the web site has SSL enabled

1‑68463
When user has Special Characters in the notes of an Outlook activity When Intellisync runs it removes the notes.

1‑68575
Error "No row with the given identifier exists [Sage.SalesLogix.Security.Owner#UDEMOA000009]" displays when a personal 
contact is in the SyncSalesLogix group and Intellisync runs

1‑69094
When a user upgrades a Network Generated install with SP1 the Slxintellisync.zip file is not getting copied over to Root of the 
Generated install.

1‑69527
When user upgrades from 7.50 admin tools installed Intellisync to 7.5 SP1 the Portal is not upgrading to version 7.5.1 of the 
portal.

1‑69622
Intellisync ‑ recurring TODOs fail ‑ table is not initialized

International

1‑67839
Localization ‑ DEU & FRA: The "Add Path" button is truncated in the "Patch Network Image" dialog during SLX SP1 installation.

LeadImport
1‑69006
Web: Error when the Convert Lead dialog is cancelled, then reopened

Licensing
1‑59864
Licensing: connecting to Outlook from within SLX is attempting to use Concurrent User licenses.  It should not.

Localization
1‑69282
Localization ‑ FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "AccountOpportunities" tab.

1‑69283
Localization ‑ DEU & FRA: Some strings are truncated on AA "Find/Replace" dialog.

1‑69284
Localization ‑ FR and DE: Truncation in an Application Architect Find/Replace dialog

1‑69300
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Truncation occurs in the "New Account Relationship" dialog.

1‑69301
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Text on error message not localized in New Mashup.

1‑69302
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Text not localized in "Create Snapshot" window of Application Architect.

1‑69303
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Text in "Task Details" listing of "New Entity Wizard" is not localized.

1‑69304
Localization ‑ DEU & FRA: Text not localized in Application Architect ‑ New Package.

1‑69305
Localization ‑ DEU: Pop‑up tool tips not localized in Application Architect.

1‑69306
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: The items are not localized in "Run in Mode" dropdown list of "Module" tab.

1‑69307
Localization ‑ DEU & FRA: The "Properties" window is not localized in Application Architect.

1‑69308
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Some strings are un-localized under "Add Bundle Items" dialog.

1‑69309
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Some strings are un-localized in the "New Account Relationship" dialog.

1‑69310
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Some strings are un-localized in "New Form Wizard" dialog.

1‑69311
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: The "Property..." word is un-localized on right click menu of "Form" page.

1‑69312
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Some strings are truncated in "Welcome to the New Entity Wizard" page of "New Entity Wizard" window.

1‑69313
Localization ‑ DEU & FRA: The string "Page Description" is truncated in "New Page Details" page of "Portal Page Wizard" window.

1‑69316
Localization ‑ Two strings in the AA System Data Type Editor dialog aren't translating

1‑69330
Localization ‑ AA: Title bar label doesn't translate in the Entity Property Selection dialog

1‑69333
Localization ‑ DEU: No items in "Select a Lead Sub Type" dropdown list in "Web User Security" dialog.

1‑69334
Localization ‑ FRA: Labels in "Portal Wizard" window are truncated

1‑69335
Localization ‑ FRA and DEU: The AA "Find/Replace" dialog contains truncations

1‑69340
Localization ‑ FRA: Application Architect: Entity: Property: the new custom property is not localized

1‑69341
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Bad layout occurs in "Configure GroupContextModule" window

1‑69342
Localization ‑ DEU & FRA: Application Architect: new filter dialog is not localized

1‑69759
Localization ‑ RU: Error creating groups for new entities

1‑70000
INTL: Business Rule Return Types list should be made non‑localizable

Logging Server
1‑69380
Opportunity Detail View stays in Edit Mode even when changes are not made to the form (hidden control)
Workaround:
	1)	In Architect, Open the Opportunity Detail form
	2)	Using the Property grid, select the txtModifyDate: TEdit control from the list
	3)	The “Text” property of this control will contain the following: (OPPORTUNITY:LASTHISTORYDATE), Clear it to remove 
	the data binding.

Mail Merge
1‑49425
LAN ‑ Mail Merge is not defaulting to highlighted contact in an Opportunity under the contact tab.

1‑54318
Mail Merge ‑ Help dialog displays behind the Insert SLX Mail Merge field dialog

1‑54335
Mail Merge: The Error Message is behind other dialog

1‑63928
Web: Templates are not added to Menu during mail merge process.

1‑68472
Mail Merge and SendSLX return errors when the client deployment points to a different virtual and physical directory (not 
SLXClient)

1‑69336
Localization ‑ In the web client when you make a mail merge the templates and the groups are in English

1‑70093
Error clicking SendSLX: There was an unexpected error in TWebIOManager.OutlookSentHandler

1‑70250
Web: If for any reason an ActiveX component fails to load

1‑71338
MailMerge DLL not Processing the Request URL properly under a particular scenario

Marketing
1‑70983
LAN/Web: When adding a Target list to a Campaign that already has an existing list, Contact(s) on the 2nd list get added to the 
Target list even though those Contact(s) already exist on the 1st list.

1‑70984
LAN/Web: It is not possible to sort the columns in the Campaign Targets data grid.

Mashup Model
1‑69214
AA ‑ Mashups: no results returned for 'Weather' SOASP processor, method 'GetCityForecastByZIP'

1‑69217
AA ‑ Mashups: 'Continue on Error' property not working as expected in the AA or in the web client

1‑70387
AA ‑ Mashups: if one passes a parameter called "UserID" to the Mashup httpHandler, an exception is thrown and one does not 
get data

Mashups
1‑69123
Connect Mashup UI to online help topic

OLE DB Provider
1‑61356
When using a parameterized query in a SQL statement containing an aggregate function (COUNT, SUM, etc) and the TOP and 
WITH FIRST ROW clauses, the statement fails to execute with the error ‘Command has not been prepared’.

1‑63341
Search Index triggers were not being created for sub tables that are not linked by primarykey

1‑68138
C# DateTime format is adding an additional hour on some updates via the provider

1‑69801
Error when attempting to connect to Oracle db using the UTF8 character set

1‑70163
SLX Provider: On x64 systems, security isn't always being applied in certain situations.  Ex: Mail Merge and querying groups

1‑70418
SLX Provider Extensions error with AddJoinFromString.

1‑71269
OLEDB Provider releasing an object twice when a specific time zone is given (Windows 2008 Server)

Online help
1‑69125
URL referenced in SOAP example no longer exists

Opportunities (LAN)
1‑67863
On the insert opportunity page, if you have products and set the opportunity to closed‑won, the products don't transfer over to 
the assets tab of the accounts details page.

1‑69237
"Exception EAccessViolation: Access violation at address" occurs when changing the Probability field of an Opportunity

Personal Web Server
1‑67776
Disconnected Web ‑ sorting functions do not work on What's New page, causes error message on some tabs

1‑68187
Disconnected Web ‑ website doesn't display properly in IE8, turning on "Compatibility View" fixes display issues

1‑68225
Disconnected Web ‑ 'Index out of range' errors caused by pagination on What's New page

1‑68872
Excessive querying for user role assignments in the Disconnected Web Client

1‑68911
<LogDebug>true</LogDebug> set by default in Serverhost.exe.config for the Disconnected Web Client

1‑69089
SpeedSearch service errors in Event Viewer after reboot of 7.5.1 DWC or Remote Client machine

1‑70186
DWC: Disconnected Web ‑ 30 second delay in opening from Personal Web Server

Portal
1‑68916
Remote User/Office precompiled SLXClient portal deployment synced to machine with existing non‑precompile portal causes 
Error

1‑70015
AA ‑ code generation ignoring the module configuration properties

Portal Deployment
1‑67682
Unable to deploy remote websites to non primary sync servers.

Portal Manager
1‑53253
Entity portal page: some template properties should probably not display on the 'Template Properties' dialog; add Value 
dropdowns as appropriate

1‑54039
Selection of dropdown in the Advanced/Security dialog results in 'please wait'

1‑55040
Portal Manager Tree View prohibits the editing of Services, Navigation and Menus bars

1‑55094
The Properties window of a Smart Part gives the impression that the AllowRoles values can be changed.

1‑56507
AA Portal navigation: on adding new navigation items, tree should expand and highlight new item

Portal Page
1‑66737
Please hook the "Configure Application Page" dialog box to "Configuring Application Page Properties" ID# 72297

1‑69293
Localization ‑ FRA and DEU: The tab names are not localized in "Select Page Content" page of "Portal Page Wizard" window.

1‑70092
Web: Sales Orders ‑ No warning message or save when OK is selected in Sales Order Products before an Update

Process Orchestration
1‑64662
Name and MessageURI property of GoalActivity in Goal Driven Workflows must be same identifier (including case)

1‑68610
Process Host is hard coded to only function if deployed to /SlxClient

Project Explorer
1‑55324
[AA] When highlighted on Project Explorer within the Portal Manager branch, pressing F1 displays Entity Model Help vs. 
Working in Portal Manager

Project Workspace Manager
1‑67958
AA ‑ Project Backup: receive error trying to backup project not exported upon creation

1‑68735
Removing a project with a working directory of the root drive deletes all files on the drive

1‑70516
AA ‑ Backup/ Restore Project: receive error where DefaultProjectBackupFolder references an invalid path (drive)

Remote Client
1‑46321
Exchange Link 7.0...Number of occurrences not reduced on a recurring activity when using Exchange Link

Run
1‑67752
AA ‑ Run command: despite a snippet error displaying in the build process, the deployment still runs, as does the signon to the 
web client

Sales Client
1‑46583
There is no help file on the "Edit Literature Request Information" dialog.

1‑48933
Help file missing quick find search criteria

1‑50066
Cannot modify the Leader of an activity from the members tab

1‑50094
Labels on the Schedule Activity dialog disappear after depressing Alt

1‑50159
Reports ‑> Preview ‑ Current Record does not update when matching on current record against multiple Accounts/Contacts

1‑51272
Help button not opening the appropriate information for entering a Lead name

1‑52318
Phone number should not be part of activity record when a Personal Activity is scheduled without a Contact/Account

1‑52821
Default help topic should open on F1 if all windows are closed in Sales Client

1‑54690
After generating a report for a Contact, the Contact list view appears empty

1‑55043
Web: The lists of Contacts, under the 'Contacts' tab of Account detail views, are not in alphabetical order by either first or last 
names and none of the columns are sortable

1‑55616
Contact Group displaying activities within last xxx days is also showing activities for the next day.

1‑55680
Default Reminder value entered for one activity type displays for the next activity type in user options on the activity tab in certain 
Scenarios

1‑56217
The time should not be displaying on the Confirm Activity dialog for a timeless activity

1‑56219
Seconds should not be displaying as part of the time on the preview pane on the Activity Main View

1‑56235
Phone Number field is not read-only on the Confirmed Message dialog

1‑61524
On the LAN it's called Order Details, but on the Web it's called Sales Orders.

1‑66013
Either BOF or EOF is True, or the record was deleted. The requested operation requires a current record.

1‑66761
The activity color displays as the leader's color instead of the member's when the member is logged in and is displaying his own 
and the leader's activities

1‑66943
LAN:  Using Drag and Drop to move schedule activities in month view or year view changes alarm value

1‑66944
LAN:  Dragging and dropping timeless activities in day, month, and year view changes activity to a timed activity

1‑66945
LAN:  When using drag and drop, unable to move activity to another month when in month view

1‑67712
Localization ‑ The activity 'Disassociate Ticket' confirmation message not translated

1‑67717
Localization ‑ Modify Ticket Activity totals displayed with dollar sign instead of euro

1‑67798
LAN:  Sort by "Scheduled With" on daily Calendar View does not sort alphabetically

1‑67905
Crystal Reports/Specific Group Filter When Group Condition includes Custom Table

1‑67942
“An Error occurred executing global script (System:Global Reports). Error in include script (SYSTEM:SLX REPORT CONDITIONS): Object required: ‘mCondtionBuilderController’ at line …

1‑68016
Localization: When scheduling a mail merge the template names and group names are not translated.

1‑68071
Help file says you can right click to add note in notes tab

1‑68106
Detailed Views distorted in 64 bit environments.

1‑68115
"An error occurred executing active form script (Lead: Attachments)" error message occurs when deleting a lead while focused on the Attachments form/tab.

1‑68130
LAN:  Several fields in the Activity table and the User_Activity are NULL when scheduling a follow up activity.

1‑68164
INTL ‑ Error when attempting to drag an email from Outlook to Ticket Activity view on localized LAN client

1‑68181
Localization: Russian characters used in a sales process (stages & steps) do not display correctly in both LAN and web clients

1‑68232
Add a property setting that would allow customization of the default lookup criteria

1‑68233
"Error in include Script (System:SLX_COMMON): Error calling method AXFormChangeObject required: 'aGrid.Recordset' at line
476, char 5"

1‑68265
Lead 'Details' tab view Time Zone scroll control doesn't render properly and is inaccessible

1‑68267
his filter contains a group that you do not have access to.

1‑68344
Buttons on Add Opportunity Product form do not display if "Display results when opened" is deselected

1‑68424
Groups show as many times as they are shared to teams the user has access to

1‑68458
Localization: Localized TimeZone value may be longer than the available field length

1‑68500
Exception EAccessViolation message is displayed when "Display distinct group button" is unchecked

1‑68501
Exception EAccessViolation message is displayed when custom group(group created by same user) is deleted.

1‑68612
Application.MainViews.Add hangs with excess number of groups

1‑68633
Web/LAN: Ownership of Contracts does not change with Account Owner changes

1‑68639
LAN: The column heading in the week view of the calendar are aligned correctly.


1‑68643
LAN:  Tabs on the mail merge dialog are blank

1‑68646
An error occurred executing active from script (System: Manage Targets). Error calling method OnButtonClick Failed to parse 
SQL at line 571, char 5 when adding contact group with no address fields to a campaign

1‑68647
Add a property setting that would allow customization of the default lookup criteria

1‑68650
LAN:  When the SalesLogix Dashboard window is resized, the Dashboard controls do not correctly resize to fit the new window size.

1‑68657
LAN:  Receiving error "The Window does not have scroll bars" when changing from calendar to contact in 2003 64 bit 
environment.

1‑68658
Completing an activity or inserting a note is triggering multiple tab view's OnChange events, multiple times.

1‑68697
Activities that are scheduled for all available members do not sync out

1‑68728
Upgrade ‑ EEventError ‑ Can only set Start Time when Iteration < 1

1‑68791
Unhandled Exception in the Sales Client after an AutoSync cycle

1‑68842
E‑mail recorded to history are not saved to Ticket Activity in LAN client when ticketid is copied into ticket field on complete 
e‑mail screen

1‑68869
Localization ‑ LAN: Column headers are not translated on Activities view Attachments tab

1‑68966
Web:  Activities on the calendar are misaligned after going to a contact from the calendar view and then to the calendar from 
the NAV bar.

1‑68974
LAN:  When selecting go to contact from an activity on the calendar receive and exception error "Windows has no Scroll Bars"

1‑68987
"A database error occurred: Field NAMELF not found" when trying to use the Purge record tool.

1‑69030
Access violation at address 0040610F in module "SalesLogix.exe.  Read of address FFFFFFFF displays periodically with 
SalesLogix running on Citrix

1‑69058
LAN: Where converting lead and adding to existing account, ownership may not be correct

1‑69099
‘Unable to retrieve the report. The report cannot make an OLE DB connection. Please contact your administrator.’ When Group 
Condition includes Custom Table

1‑69100
Error 'Invalid Crystal SQLQueryString' when using a numeric query for account revenue

1‑69102
Failed to parse SQL when running a report with a sub query

1‑69103
Opportunity group names with commas are parsed in the report conditions pick lists.

1‑69167
LAN:  Opportunity Product Add Product View Distorted on 64 bit OS

1‑69169
Selecting Date Range = This week changes to 12:00am

1‑69190
Dashboard view distorted on a 64 bit OS

1‑69276
Dashboard not adjusting controls when maximized and minimized and then maximized

1‑69296
Localization Error when attempting to create a group from campaign targets on a localized LAN client

1‑69458
Complete activities ‑ exception in reminders dialog

1‑69476
Activity Reminder exception errors display periodically in the Sales Client

1‑69492
‘totalrecords’ is null or not an object Error after applying SP1 for 7.5 in the All open Activities view of the Web Client.

1‑69522
Do not save the option "Do not prompt me again" if the user selects "no" to saving the changes

1‑69530
If you type in the leader of an activity it will not save that leader.  It only saves when you pick the leader from the lookup.

1‑69535
With over 10,000 targets on a campaign the target list and manage targets are slow to load.

1‑69572
Web: Clicking OK on the Assets window without selecting a product throws a popup message. After error must  log off and back on in order to add an asset.

1‑69598
LAN: Application.BasicFunctions.WebOpen doesn't support Firefox when URL has a space in it.

1‑69604
Errors on a 64 bit system viewing the dashboard.

1‑69611
Dashboard errors when drilling down.

1‑69643
An error occurred executing active form script (System: Move Contact) Error in include script (System: SLX Database Support): The statement has been terminated. The conversion of a char data type to a datetime data type resulted in an out‑of‑ …

1‑69649
An error occurred executing active form script (TIcket:Ticket Activities). Object required: 'grdActivity.Recordset' at line 13, char 5

1‑69839
An error occurred while marking the activity for deletion. Access violation at address 0062B649 in Module ‘SalesLogix.exe’, 
Read of address 00000008 ‑ When clicking complete activity reminder(New!)

1‑69843
Should not allow carriage return‑linefeed in Group Name in QB

1‑69970
Fix required for "Accessor is Invalid" message seen after adding new provider pieces

1‑69976
Missing conditions from Query Builder using the HF10 build of SalesLogix.exe

1‑70021
SalesLogix client takes a long time to load as Admin with access to a large number of unique groups

1‑70041
An activity that has another user invited must be confirmed by the invited user before the create user can edit the activity.

1‑70116
INTL: The "And" is showing as an "Or" on report conditions in German localized version of SalesLogix

1‑70212
Web Browser window remains open even though parent windows are closed

1‑70277
Execute Method: Access violation at address 0691F32C in module SLXOLEDB.dll Read of address 00000000 when updating a currency field

1‑70278
Execute Method: Access violation at address 0691F32C in module SLXOLEDB.dll Read of address 00000000 when updating a currency field

1‑70476
Connection Issue ‑ need to retry on a connection failure for Activity Reminders Dialog

1‑70547
Web: When User adds multiple attachments individually to an activity a duplicate will result.

1‑70569
Defect Subject line gets Nulled out or changed to the bound Ticket Subject line
Workaround:
1)	Open Plugin “form ‑ Defect:Tickets”
2)	From Property Grid dropdown select “txtSubject: TEdit”
3)	Text property for this control will have the value: (DEFECT.SUBJECT). Clear this value.
4)	Save the Plugin and re‑release.

1‑70594
Activities are not moved when contact is moved to a new account

1‑70635
SalesLogix Web Client shows poor performance in an Oracle environment due to conversion arguments included in standard SQL statements passed to the database

1‑70681
When using Outlook as the calendar and viewing from the Reminders and closing receiving exception violation

1‑71067
Legacy Lookup function fixed in the Architect but does not work in the Sales Client

1‑71102
Web:  Advanced Outlook Integration check box does not activate Internet Domains text box

1‑71375
Either BOF or EOF is True, or the record was deleted. The requested operation requires a current record when clicking on gray area in Campaign Stages/Tasks tab

1‑71742
Match Filters returns error when selecting all filters and Match any Filters

1‑72033
DTS ‑ Defect info window does not open with a scroll bar

1‑72150
Web: In all the list views, if the lookup dialog is invoked, then Shift + Tab is hit three times and the lookup dialog is closed, the 1st record in the list view is cut off. See screen shot attachment.

SData
1‑63364
SData ‑ Using SData with the format=xml option produces an error in most circumstances

1‑69620
SDATA queries miscast Decimal, DateTime or string characters in comparison operation and do not escape apostrophes

1‑70410
SDATA PUT method blanks fields not included in the payload

Security Explorer
1‑67377
AA ‑ Roles: un-checking user from a Role does not actually remove the user from the Role

SpeedSearch
1‑68606
Web: the HttpSearchDocHandler.cs for SpeedSearch is hard coded to look for /SlxClient/

SpeedSearch Client
1‑49117
Speedsearch Client does not return a value for the Created or Last Updated columns

SpeedSearch Service
1‑50436
Receiving an Exception error msg when using greater than Max value for maximum search results field in Speedsearch Config 
Schedules

1‑54926
SpeedSearch: SpeedSearch Dialog will show up for a second then hide behind SalesLogix Client

1‑67897
Unable to run SpeedSearch indexes against an Oracle database

1‑67900
SpeedSearch Service periodically hangs when running scheduled indexes with Oracle 10g database

1‑69551
Speedsearch service shows error when running Incremental scheduled indexes with oracle10.2.

1‑69918
Oracle ‑ SpeedSearch errors but continues to run when generating indexes if rows returned >1000

1‑70102
Speedsearch do not always highlight the correct keyword used in the search and highlights incorrect words.

1‑70711
Dynamic Web Content Control does not allow access to child properties.

Sync Client
1‑64483
Documentation does not clearly describe the "Waiting to connect" message in the Synchronization Client

1‑64590
Realigning records causes sync filters to be bypassed

1‑67831
Sync Client help menu shows LAN Client info, incorrect/missing content for Disconnected Web Client

1‑68141
"Exception EOutOfResources: Unable to insert a line" error in Sync Client during sync

Sync Server
1‑67620
Invalid column name error during Sync

1‑67795
An activity created on a remote user has the modifyuser set to the remote user's ID.  However, when it is synced to the host, at 
the host the modifyuser shows as Admin.

1‑68033
FTP hang issues with Sync


1‑68263
TEFs are lost if the primary Synchronization Server cannot copy the files to the SharedLogs directory on a secondary Sync 
Server

1‑68995
Add the ability to synchronize data properly from 1 to 1 table off of address

1‑69168
Synclog does not display number of accounts being sent to users

1‑69378
Conflict Resolution ‑ Fails when only rule is Remote User wins and more than one remote user makes updates

1‑69954
When all fields in a transaction are in conflict an invalid sql update is sent out to other remotes

1‑70790
SyncService appears to hang ‑ randomly

1‑71408
Error in procedure NotifyUserofConflict displays causing memory issues

1‑71701
Sync fails to apply transaction when tablename has the word 'where' in it

Tab Workspace
1‑67088
It needs to be possible to "Hide" a tab using code in a module

Unicode
1‑68622
Unicode Support in the Application Architect

Upgrades
1‑69996
Sales Client Help ‑ After opening the help several times from different tabs on the same detail view, the Help stops opening. 

VFS
1‑53125
Find does not exist as an option under the Edit menu option

Web Client
1‑49532
Web calendar not displaying all activities in week view when activities overlap the year

1‑50068
The Web Client Search does not return the full title if the title contains quotation marks.

1‑50294
Web Help Search is not returning results as expected

1‑50390
Web:  Incorrect date/time format on the TimeZone Calculator when using something other than US regional settings

1‑50489
Web: "Find out more" link from homepage has no function

1‑50542
Web:  Tooltip for an activity displayed on the calendar does not display all the correct data

1‑50567
Web Client Date/Time picker icon does not have a tooltip

1‑50637
Web:  Activities should display with a visual indicator, color yellow,  outside of text

1‑50639
Web:  Minimizing the Calendar in Day and Month view does not have the same effect as minimizing in Week view

1‑50812
Create a Note ‑ Icon Tooltips

1‑50819
Reports ‑ Icon Tooltips

1‑50828
Insert Opportunity ‑ Icon Tooltips

1‑51004
Web Help window needs to be sized at least 650 x 625 pixels, so that the topic text displays next to the TOC and vertical and 
horizontal scrollbars need to be added to the TOC frame

1‑51213
Web:  Confirmation Tab should have focus after selecting Show Confirmations from the Activity Reminder

1‑51435
Web:  Notes field should wrap to next line instead of widening the notes field

1‑51641
Web:  Contact value should be auto populated regardless if there is a primary contact for the opportunity when scheduling an 
activity from opp detail view

1‑51655
Web:  Current contact should be listed in the Contact Lookup by default after selecting the Contact find button

1‑51679
Web:  Only the users the logged in user has calendar add access to should be listed in the Leader Lookup

1‑51686
Web:  It should be possible to select multiple users from the Available Resources list and Add them to the Currently Selected 
Resources list.

1‑51775
In the Gobi SLX Web Client, the record count for any of the TACO list views doesn't exist ( Records 1 ‑ 20 of 865) for example. 
This should appear under the list on the right hand side.

1‑51927
Web:  Columns should be sortable on the Activity Main View

1‑51999
Drop‑down text (show/hide) does not work in Firefox browser.

1‑52168
Web: IE 6.0: Context sensitive help is not working for IE 6.0

1‑52261
Web:  The Phone Call text under the Schedule menu option is a different shade after selecting the option once

1‑52344
Web:  Pressing the Schedule toolbar drop down causes the drop down to not work

1‑52524
Web: Lead Sources that are set to be 'Inactive' are showing on the Lead Sources Lookup Pick List

1‑52708
Web:  In the Select a Date dialog the user cannot select a date that is grayed out due to being in the next month

1‑52868
Web Client ‑ Schedule an Activity, Complete an Activity ‑ Date/Time Picker tooltip should be "Calendar"

1‑52914
Web: when there is multiple campaigns, unable to sort by column headers

1‑52951
Web:  Phone number is not displaying in the details section on the Activity Reminder

1‑52956
Web:  Changes needed to the Activity Reminder dialog

1‑53138
Web: Most recent Notes should be listed on the top of the notes list under the History and Notes tabs

1‑53316
Web:  Title bar for editing single or all occurrence dialog can extend past the dialog box

1‑53396
Web:  Month view Calendar displays current month after viewing an activity schedule for a future month

1‑53789
Web:  The Administrator user should not be listed in the Available Members list when scheduling/editing an activity

1‑53850
Web:  Administrator should not be listed as a valid user in Leader lookup when scheduling an activity

1‑54007
Web Firefox: Attempting to access the Options view displays error.

1‑54124
Web:  Help button is behind the close button on the Opportunity Lookup dialog from Schedule Activity dialog

1‑54361
Web:  Activity Start Date should match the day double clicked in the Calendar

1‑54389
Web: Firefox: Contact Detail view ‑> Account Name is displaying as a condensed field: See screen shot attachment: 1280 x 
720
1‑54450
Web:  Screen jumps up when selecting anything from the Week view of the Calendar

1‑54463
Web: Firefox: In the Meeting ; Phone Call or To‑Do views, the Reminder checkbox appears to display as condensed: 

1‑54471
Web: Firefox: When performing an Account Lookup in the Move Contact dialog, the Move Options button appears askew 
once the Account is selected. 

1‑54488
Web: Firefox: In the Send Ticket Email dialog, the Type of Email text labels are crammed up against the radio buttons. 

1‑54534
Web:  Spacing between the Calendar options is not consistent

1‑54561
Web: Firefox: The Calendar Day view doesn't display the 15 minute grid. See screen shot attachment. 1280 x 720

1‑54574
Web: Firefox: In the Ticket Activity tab view, when entering notes into the Comments field that exceed the horizontal length of 
the field, the notes do not return to the next line. Instead, they continue off the right side of the screen and a horizontal scroll bar is generated.

1‑54598
Web: Firefox: When an overdue Activity exists and the Activity Reminder view is accessed, the Activity Type and Date/Time 
are condensed into one un-separated line of text

1‑54613
Web:  Firefox:  Activity in focus in bottom half does not stay highlighted in the top half of the Activity Reminder

1‑54715
Web: Error when attempting to login using an invalid password.

1‑54753
Web:  Regarding value for the Deleted Activity confirmation should not display the numbers

1‑54754
Web: Firefox: When adding a new Contact to an existing Account, message displays as follows: Could not save object.

1‑54756
Web: Firefox: In the Contact Address dialog, the Primary and Sharing checkboxes are not left justified. 

1‑54796
Web:  Title for History Detail should be Edit Completed 'Type' for 'User'

1‑54837
Web:  Cannot change the leader of an activity when scheduling the activity as the admin

1‑54913
Automation:  The rows on the Add Opportunity Product dialog need static IDs.

1‑54967
Contact Detail View‑ Per PM, Save button should have tooltip of "Save

1‑54974
Web:  Delete icon displays on next line on schedule activity dialog with resolution set to 1024 x 768

1‑55084
Web: Firefox: All lookups have stacked <Ok> & <Cancel> buttons rather than displaying horizontally. 
  
1‑55151
Web:  Recurring yearly activities scheduled for non consecutive years display on the calendar every year

1‑55157
Web:  Periodically when selecting a single instance of a recurring activity from the calendar the wrong instance is displayed

1‑55159
Web:  Activities that have been completed or deleted display in the recently viewed list causing an exception to be displayed if 
Selected

1‑55168
Web:  Time displayed in the date/time control does not match the time on the Time Zone Calculator

1‑55191
Web: Firefox: The Ticket Assigned To Owner Lookup dialog is not changing to display the appropriate Teams/Users when 
the dropdown filter is changed.

1‑55234
Web:  Lookup icons should not be visible on the Confirm Activity dialog

1‑55542
Web: In the Opportunity lookup window, when columns are expanded, they appear to be outside the dialog window

1‑55679
Web:  Alarm Default Lead value of 0 should result in the reminder being unchecked when scheduling an activity

1‑55877
Web:  Send Date column heading should be two words on the Literature tab of the Activity Main View

1‑55881
Web:  Time should not be displaying as part of the Send Date on the Literature Tab on the Activity Main View

1‑55895
Web:  Date/Time Picker tooltip is not displaying 'Calendar' when only the calendar displays after selecting the date/time control

1‑55909
Web:  Usernotification.senddate should be the same as the Usernotification.modifydate

1‑55953
Web:  Leader confirmation title and from value displays leader's name instead of the scheduler's name


1‑55957
Web:  Delete notification is not getting generated for the leader when someone other than the leader deletes an activity

1‑56052
Web: User is unable to sort Lookup Results where sorting should be available

1‑56079
Web:  At times it is not possible to adjust column width of columns on the Activity Main View

1‑56117
Web:  Change the Edit Recurring Activity dialog displayed from the calendar to look and feel like the dialog displayed from 
Activity Main View

1‑56168
Lookup: "There's no SQL for QueryLookup" error

1‑56178
Web:  Default value for the Time Frame option in the Activity/Alarm user option should be Today

1‑56229
Navigation bar text shrinks after selecting the report icon

1‑57140
Web: Search for matching contacts does not work correctly if the name exists in the history

1‑57237
Web: Clicking expand icon on left of Ticket Activity list does not expand the line to display more of the Comments

1‑57383
Look up matching contacts ‑ functionality issue.

1‑59182
Web: Message pops asking to save changes when attempting to add a competitor when closing an opportunity

1‑59313
Web: New Account/Contact Sticky Bit "Automatically search..." not functioning

1‑59469
Web: Inappropriate message pops when navigating away from the date picker when inserting new campaign

1‑59629
Web: Cannot add resource for single instance recurring activity during edit mode

1‑59740
7.2.2 Contact Notes irregularity

1‑59889
Web: In certain scenario, when scheduling weekly, recurring activity, calendar shows activity on wrong days

1‑60082
Web: Add Attachments boxes not aligned

1‑61141
Web Help Search ‑ If "#" is entered as part of the search criteria, an error displays.

1‑61581
Web> Lead Import History Detail view ‑ The label "Total records failed" should be "Total errors" to be consistent with the Lead 
Import History List view.

1‑61967
Web: When a Ticket is removed from a Defect, the Subject, Description and Resolution of the Ticket still remains in the Defect 
‑> Ticket tab view fields.

1‑62350
Web: All popups in detail views when dragged upwards go underneath the tabs.

1‑62990
Web: Export to excel some phone numbers are not formatted

1‑63127
Localization ‑ Inconsistent currency format in Insert Opportunity view when values manually entered into the Sales Potential field

1‑63304
Web> Web Help Search is not returning some words.

1‑63657
Web: Data Filter for Campaign owner displays ID and not name

1‑63859
Web: In the Opportunity Detail view, the More Tabs tab default position is 2nd from the right. It should be the last tab on the 
right.

1‑63865
Web: In the Opportunity ‑> Campaign tab view ‑> Lookup Campaign dialog, End Date displays as EndDate in the lookup criteria 
dropdown.

1‑63866
Web: In the Opportunity ‑> Campaign tab view ‑> Campaign lookup, the End Date column reads as EndDate.

1‑63996
Web: In the Campaign ‑> Add Targets dialog, no Targets are added after the Add Targets button is selected.

1‑64068
Web: When multicurrency is turned on and you go to the opportunity snapshot then click the opp currency rate, there's an ok 
button as well as a save icon.

1‑64076
Web ‑ When switching to day/week/month calendar views, events do not change to reflect the view in use

1‑64101
Web: if you delete the close probability it reverts to 1, but it doesn't update the Opportunity snapshot. The snapshot shows 0

1‑64182
Help button missing on Share Group window

1‑64399
Web: When the Est. Close date is set to end of the month and the month has 30 days in it, it defaults to the 29th day.

1‑64463
Web ‑ Web Client help ‑ the text needs to be smaller

1‑64515
Web: Sort in "Type" column does not function correctly

1‑64568
Web ‑ When changing a Monthly occurring activity to timeless some of the occurrences disappear from the calendar.

1‑64617
Web: When a Ticket Activity with a Total Labor value is linked to a Contract with a Type of Value, the Contract ‑> Ticket tab 
view ‑> Total Labor field displays out four decimals when it's an odd #.

1‑64625
Web: Some fields are not selected when pressing Tab on the Insert Lead form in the SalesLogix Web Client

1‑64635
Web: When you add a competitor by double clicking on the entry then you get an error. If you click OK to add a competitor, then 
you don't get an error.

1‑64640
Web: The "Edit Response" in marketing tab invokes the "Add Response" popup.

1‑64668
Web: IE Error message for help in Account Details

1‑64752
Web: List view record display count incorrect

1‑64753
Data filters in web client return unexpected results

1‑64809
Web: When in the Summary view, the Account Manger is listed as the login name, not the full name.

1‑64857
Web: The "space" character should not be allowed for an account name

1‑65065
Web: Leads "You have unsaved data in this page" remains for "Do not Solicit" and "Do not email"

1‑65080
Web: In the Account Detail view, when the Account Type is set to "None", then the Subtype Picklist is accessed, the following 
message appears in the Picklist: The Picklist Could Not be Found

1‑65152
Web: When User adds multiple attachments individually to an activity a duplicate will result.

1‑65262
Localization ‑ DEU: The day‑of‑week initials are un-localized in "Select a Date" window

1‑65358
Web: Account Details ‑ Negative values can be input in the employees field

1‑65484
Web: Firefox Timeline display is resized

1‑65581
Web ‑ Multiple timeless activities in Calendar Day view cause the scroll bar to disappear

1‑65635
Using Web client Query Builder, a date field cannot be formatted in the Layout when selecting "Entity Linked"

1‑65690
Web: In the summary view, there aren't any commas in the Sales Potential field.

1‑65695
Web: Error message pops when attempting to a Campaign Target 'SIC' search where no condition entered

1‑65753
Web ‑ When scheduling an activity and saving, then schedule another activity the focus on the dialog is the last tab that was 
used.

1‑65761
Firefox: When the Campaign Target lookup is invoked, the fields are not lined up like they are in IE. 

1‑65937
Web> Library Help button is missing.

1‑66003
Firefox: In the Insert Contract form, the Quantity field is situated under the label rather than to the right of it.

1‑66096
Firefox: Options, General tab.  Show on Startup screen...the drop down doesn't have a bottom to the drop down box...

1‑66136
Web: Firefox ‑ Fields in Address popup contain scroll bars

1‑66139
Web: Firefox ‑ Search field in Lookup Lead Source not horizontally aligned

1‑66155
Web ‑ If the Activity ID is displayed in the Activity Type field the Detail Pane will not load.

1‑66160
Web: Filters Labels should match columns

1‑66170
Web ‑ When deleting a Contact/Account using the Schedule Complete Activity, the Contact and Account fields will re‑populate

1‑66284
Web ‑ When adding New Account, Enter key in Account Name field causes Speedsearch to load

1‑66285
Web: Firefox ‑ Matching Records match filters box incorrectly located

1‑66353
Web> Closing a punched in Ticket with open ticket activities used to display a dialog box telling the user to punch out of the 
ticket or close the open ticket activities.

1‑66385
Web: Details ‑ Campaigns marketing and responses data not displayed

1‑66474
Web ‑ Welcome page Today's Activities, the regarding field is not wrapping to display longer text.

1‑66530
Web: FILTERS ‑ Default hierarchy icon in task pane is "‑"

1‑66641
Web: Firefox ‑ The Web Client help opens as a separate tab in Firefox. It should open in a separate window.

1‑66661
Web:  When hovering over the Day/Week/Month view in the calendar view the cursor does not change to a hand as in other 
areas when hovering over a selectable options.

1‑66799
Web: Contacts Summary opportunities display loading

1‑66805
Web: Welcome Page ‑ panes cannot be moved after edit options

1‑66811
Web: Welcome Page Edit Options for One Column does not function correctly

1‑66812
Web: Welcome Page ‑ Add Content incorrect functionality for a new tab

1‑66965
Web:  The Description field on the Contact view's Add Address form in the Web Client uses the Address Description (Account) Pick List

1‑66978
Web: Within Opportunity Summary, the user box has an open right side.

1‑66990
Web: Welcome Page ‑ Incorrect display for "Todays Activities"

1‑67086
Web: Firefox first and last video buttons not grayed out

1‑67120
Web: Record count incorrect for filtered group

1‑67138
Web: Export to file outputs each record to one field for Excel 2003

1‑67145
Web: Two Help icons for Select Address in "Insert Contact/Account"

1‑67417
Web: When a Return ‑> Shipped To product is associated to the Return, the Product Name, SKU and Serial number do not 
display in the data grid.

1‑67422
Web: FILTERS ‑ Select (Null) for State does not display any data

1‑67511
Localization ‑ Filter names in the web client Import Leads wizard are not translates

1‑67540
Web: When a Ticket is Punched In then Punched Out, the End Date/Time does not populate.

1‑67593
Web: FILTERS ‑ Status filter not displayed until a refresh

1‑67599
Web:  Options ‑ Group main view changes back to Accounts every time a default group option is changed making it not 
possible to set a default group for each main view

1‑67616
Web: When cancelling an activity, the dialog grays out for a moment, then becomes enabled again with scroll bars

1‑67665
When Active Campaigns is the default group in Contacts, lookup results are not displayed correctly.

1‑67668
Web:  After deleting a record the list is not refreshed.

1‑67702
Web:  When in the activities view selecting an activity and RMB and delete does not work.

1‑67708
Web: Using a lead import template from a prior import will blank the Lead Response for the Add Response import action

1‑67721
IE7: When an Ad hoc group is created. On add records to new group window 'Cancel' button is not displayed properly(Car is 
displayed).

1‑67723
Web Client save/click event logic causing data discrepancy issues

1‑67724
Web client: No prompt that user will lose changes when navigating away from C/A/Leads MainView after change to address is 
Made

1‑67725
Web client: Edit Contact window is slightly distorted after clicking on Suffix Picklist control

1‑67735
Web:  When scheduling an activity from the calendar view and right clicking a different day the current date is reflected in the 
Start Time

1‑67775
Web: Filters return an error when selected against a group with a very large number of record

1‑67791
Web:  SpeedSearch is displaying the wrong dialogs for activities; it is still displaying the dialogs from 7.5.0

1‑67797
Resource usage on the Web Host increases constantly even when users are idle

1‑67814
Web: The estimated close date on the list view for Opportunities is different than the Summary view.  The summary view is 3 
days earlier.

1‑67815
Web: IE FILTERS ‑ When filters are removed the space in the task pane is not reduced

1‑67824
Web:  When a member of an activity dismisses the alarm, the activity is not removed from the Activity Reminder

1‑67845
Web Contact Groups Sort does not Include First Name ‑ Sorts by Last name only

1‑67860
Incorrect SQL syntax in group builder crashes web client

1‑67873
Web: IE7 FILTERS ‑ Account template selections not displayed

1‑67883
When going to the list view of custom groups with custom fields gives an error

1‑67891
Web: FILTERS ‑ When a column is removed in a group the filter template is removed ‑ the current display remains after 
changing tabs until a refresh

1‑67893
Web: FILTERS Incorrect behavior when columns are removed in a group layout

1‑67904
Summary view for  Ad hoc group is not displayed(If we do refresh it is displayed).

1‑67923
Web: In the Campaign Detail ‑> Targets tab, selecting the Show Filters, checking the Priority checkbox, then selecting the 
Reset button returns an error.

1‑67924
Web - In the Campaign Detail ‑> Targets tab view. When the Show Filters view is activated and all the checkboxes are set to 
TRUE, then the Reset button selected, not all the checkboxes are not cleared. Only the Contacts & Leads checkboxes are 
cleared.

1‑67925
Web: Firefox Speed Search is invoked after pressing the enter key in a detail field

1‑67927
Web: In the Campaign Detail ‑> Targets tab view, when the <Display all results when opened> check box is set to FALSE, then 
navigate out of the Targets tab view and back in, the Target is displayed in the datagrid.

1‑67929
Web: Contact Edit Name popup ‑ no help icon

1‑67933
Web> Broken help links to campaignadd.aspx

1‑68002
Web: Timeline ‑ After selecting a note the display is cleared and a refresh is required

1‑68024
When a condition is added in QB(Accounts.AccountProduct.Createdate) all the record are not displayed in the list view

1‑68029
Web: When attempting to send a Ticket Email, the Send Email dialog is not responding when <Ok> is selected.

1‑68030
Web: If you are not logged into the SLX Web client and send multiple emails with a variety of attachments (in size and type) as 
well as one email that's not in the db, you receive an error if you click on Contacts too soon.

1‑68042
Web:  Regarding field disappears

1‑68050
Web: Picklists allow entries not in list when both 'Can Edit Text' set to false and 'Item Must Exist' = true

1‑68069
Web: If the Customer Service option <Punch In: Automatically Punch into a Ticket> is set in LAN for a user, then that user 
attempts to create a new Ticket in the Web that's not bound to an AccountID, error occurs.

1‑68076
Web: Help Search returns errors on UTF‑8 characters

1‑68088
Web: FILTERS Account Group List Filter Doesn’t Apply to Detail View Correctly

1‑68092
Web:  When using 1024/768 screen resolution the weekly calendar display will not advance

1‑68093
"No value given for one or more required parameters." error in web client when more than one literal is used in a group

1‑68127
Web: When a Ticket is created on the LAN Client and the Urgency is set to <Medium> for example, LAN displays the <Needed 
Date/Time> correctly, however the Web display the <Needed Date/Time> a full day out.

1‑68158
Web: Filters are not being cleared from custom groups.

1‑68169
Web: Type and Subtype Picklists do not update on the Add Account/Contact form in the web client

1‑68179
Web: Insert Note form displays incorrect Picklist for the "Category" field on web client

1‑68202
If you create a form with no hidden controls and then add some hidden controls they are not correctly generated from the 
Quickform

1‑68210
Web:  Error, "Could not initialize proxy ‑ no Session",  in the Web Client when FLS is enabled on the address entity

1‑68221
Web: Help ‑ Delimiter text should be entered in "Other" box not "Text Qualifier"

1‑68325
Localization ‑ FRA: Date picket "Today's" button has the apostrophe escaped "Aujourd\'hui"

1‑68354
Web: Error pops when attempting to edit a campaign task where the Est. Hours field contains a fractional number

1‑68382
Web:  Phone number will blank out when switching form detail pane to summary and back to detail pane

1‑68385
Localization ‑ Web: Group exported to Excel has the column header labels not translated

1‑68402
Web:  The Recur icon need to display on All view of the Calendar for any recurring activity

1‑68411
Localization Web ‑ Group name not localized on "For <groupname> Group" dropdown group menu

1‑68450
Adding the PICKLIST.Text field to a group layout in the Web Client returns incorrect results

1‑68469
Web: When creating a new Campaign, then the <Save New> icon is selected, nothing happens.

1‑68476
Using Apostrophe within Query Builder corrupts Web and LAN group

1‑68480
Web: Adding column to group layout does not export column or data to Excel in web client

1‑68482
Web: When editing an Activity and Entering notes longer than 255 Characters, the Notes are being truncated if you "Post" to 
the server before saving.

1‑68580
Web: When in the Ticket Summary view, and hovering then clicking on the Defect ID, and error appears.

1‑68588
If the group is modified in a way that Sub query condition is not be the last row, the Group will fail

1‑68614
Web: When on the Ticket Detail ‑> Details tab view, then open the Speedsearch TWICE, (the icon next to the Resolution field) 
an error occurs.

1‑68625
Sage.SalesLogix.Activity.DLL ‑ Need to include the full stack trace when logging exceptions

1‑68642
Web: Lead import stalls if user logs out of web client, web host throws event log errors

1‑68659
Web:  Tabs on the mail merge dialog are blank

1‑68667
Web: Firefox ‑ Import Lead "Map Fields" display issues

1‑68673
Web: When navigating to the Contact list view, the default group is <Lookup Results>, it should be <All Contacts>.

1‑68703
Recurring Timeless Activities showing a day ahead on calendar

1‑68709
Localization Web ‑ Unrecognized Format error when exporting group to a file on localized web client, records not parsed into columns

1‑68711
Web: When in the summary view, the Est. Close date is one day prior to what's on the detail page of that opportunity.

1‑68727
Web: User can type in URL of contact/account they do not have access to and get to it in the Web client

1‑68759
Web: Filters Loss of functionality

1‑68767
When you're in the list view and you change the size of the Est. Close field, the dates increment up by 1.

1‑68803
Web: The 'Save Template' dialog of the Lead Import Wizard shows ID's instead of usernames

1‑68813
Groups with conditions based on History display only one record per Account in the Web Client

1‑68814
Web Client does not add parentheses to SQL statements in Query Builder

1‑68832
Web:  A very full calendar is slow to respond to the first click

1‑68837
Web: When inserting an Account only and no data is entered in the Insert Account view, then the <Save> button is selected, an 
error occurs as follows: An unspecified Error occurred.

1‑68839
Localization – Un-translated filter on Activities (Literature and Confirmations)

1‑68840
Localization ‑ Web client Complete Activity Cancel button not translating

1‑68843
Web error attempting to insert an opportunity to a read-only account or contact

1‑68855
Localization ‑ Web client ‑ Complete button truncated on Activity Detail view

1‑68856
Web: Mousing over activities on the calendar does not display all that was displayed prior.

1‑68860
Localization ‑ Web client displays English Loading string when loading Common Tasks content

1‑68864
Localization ‑ Web: Some strings not localized on Account Service Information

1‑68866
In Web QB: when conditions were moved not all the properties would travel with the condition.

1‑68868
Localization ‑ Web: Some strings are not localized on Add Opportunity Product dialog

1‑68870
Localization ‑ Web: Strings not localized on Query Builder

1‑68878
Localization ‑ Web: Opp competitor Rating field warning validation message not localized

1‑68883
Localization ‑ Web: "No Activity" caption not translated on Reminders dialog

1‑68884
Localization ‑ Web: "Loading..." string not localized when client is loading summary view

1‑68885
Localization ‑ Web: Browser error in Literature request dialog on Russian client

1‑68886
Localization ‑ Web: On localized client, help launched from list view displays English help topic

1‑68890
Localization ‑ Web: Months are not translated on account Timeline when using English o/s & browser connecting to localized web host

1‑68894
Web: FILTERS check box status not updated until after a refresh

1‑68902
Web: Filters Loss of functionality

1‑68903
Web:  A very full calendar is slow to respond to the first click

1‑68905
Web: Export to file under Common Tasks results in random incorrect number of records selected.

1‑68907
Web: FILTERS count is task pane is not updated when a new tab is selected until a refresh

1‑68910
With Oracle 10.2 Client building incremental indexes will eventually hang the service

1‑68936
Web:  Words appear to overlap or become unreadable in the Confirmation Filter

1‑68939
Web: there are little icons next to the products in the add products screen

1‑68940
Web: When changing the price of the product within the Add Products screen you get an error.

1‑68942
Web: There is an extra Price field in the products grid

1‑68943
Web: In the Add products screen, there's no line to the top of the grid.

1‑68944
Web: If you delete a product the snapshot doesn't update

1‑68948
Web: Sales Orders ‑ When you click the primary or shipping checkbox within the edit address popup, you can't unclick it.

1‑68956
Need to document the requirements for Web Reporting to work on the Disconnected Web Client

1‑68967
Web: Contact:Opportunities grid will not sort in the web.

1‑68969
Web: Lead Import 'Add Response' action doesn't behave properly if dialog is cancelled then reopened

1‑68973
Web: Selecting a Campaign in the Lead Import Action 'Add Response' dialog will blank any existing lead source

1‑68979
7.5.1 Web client will not display more than 50 Tabbed groups

1‑68981
When attempting to add a record to an existing group if you click on "Add to an existing group" rather than clicking on the name 
of the ad hoc group you wish to add it to, it takes you back to the Welcome page 

1‑68986
The lead source date is incorrect on a new lead source added to a contact in the web client

1‑68994
Web: Don't include attachment from send SLX puts an empty attachment in.

1‑68999
Web: ORACLE 11g: "Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation:  Object reference not set to an instance of an 
object." occurs when adding targets to campaigns.

1‑69007
Web groups loop when they have a literal in an 'IN' statement

1‑69013
Web: When attempting to add a new Lead, the following error occurs when the record is saved: The entity you have requested 
cannot be located ‑ ID: QDEMOA000HPX

1‑69015
Lookups containing apostrophes are ignored and returns all records

1‑69016
Web: Activities created by a Sales Process are all scheduled in the Web Client as meetings

1‑69034
Localization ‑ Web: Web Client Login Page not completely localized

1‑69036
Web: Lead Import filter state is discarded when Advanced Match options dialog is accessed

1‑69042
Web: Speedsearch error pops on lead conversion where insufficient resources exist

1‑69046
When I create a group in Web client with the sub query condition with IN operator. In the LAN client the Operator is changed to 
different.

1‑69051
Web: If a Picklist value from a Picklist contains a comma the Picklist only shows the value before the comma.

1‑69057
Web: Where converting lead and adding to existing account, ownership may not be correct

1‑69060
Web: CPU and memory usage increases drastically when opening and closing a DialogWorkSpace quickform or SmartPart 
from an INSERT screen multiple times

1‑69073
Web:  Need to strip any trailing spaces in the email when doing Mail Merge

1‑69074
Web: GetGroupDataReader Failed: Invalid column name ‘ACCOUNT_UC’ when doing a lookup

1‑69091
Web: When associating an Asset(s) to an Account and attempting to assign Serial Numbers to a group of Assets, the Insert 
New Asset dialog closes after the <Assign> button is selected and no Assets exist in the datagrid.

1‑69096
Web: When attempting to associate a Campaign Response to an Account w/ no Contact associated, the Response record 
does not get associated.
1‑69156
Stability ‑ Users being logged out of Web Client randomly

1‑69173
Unable to open Help topics in the Web Client when using SSL

1‑69185
Web: Attachments ‑ Error message when no file is specified.

1‑69194
Web:  After Concurrent users log off, another user is not able to log into the Web Client for 2 minutes

1‑69197
Server Error in "/SlxClient" Application when user change their password in the Web Client.

1‑69212
Web:  There was an unexpected error in TWebIOManager.OutlookSentHandler. The Firstname node is nil in TMessageItems.LoadFromXML

1‑69215
After updating .NET, must remove cookies or else get exception ‑ CryptographicException

1‑69228
Localization ‑ Web: Un-localized strings on Customer Portal login dialog

1‑69229
Web:  The Start Recurring and End Recurring on the Recurring tab do not update if the Recurring tab has focus before the start 
time on the general tab is modified

1‑69231
Localization ‑ Web: LeadCapture portal not localized

1‑69233
Web:  Error when displaying activities.

1‑69236
Error when navigating to the Welcome page after editing an Opportunity Competitor in the Web Client

1‑69238
Choosing a new Address Description value for an Acc, or Con record on the Web doesn't prompt to save when leaving the 
Record

1‑69239
Products on an Opportunity are added as Assets each time OK is clicked on the ACCOUNT ‑ STAGE (OpportunityClosedWon) 
form.

1‑69278
Localization ‑ Strings to be removed from RESX files

1‑69280
Localization ‑ Column names for a new ad‑hoc group are not translated

1‑69281
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "Template" window of "Literature Request" page

1‑69286
Localization ‑ Return ‑ FRA: Column names on list view not localized for any of the groups in Returns

1‑69287
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: The items are not localized in "Opportunity" page.

1‑69289
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: The pop up message is not localized in the "Owner Lookup" page.

1‑69290
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: Some strings are not localized in the "Event" list.

1‑69292
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: The "Opportunity" word is not localized on the "Filters" Common Tasks pane of "Activities" page.

1‑69298
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: The word "Empty" is not localized in the "Probability" opportunity common tasks filter list

1‑69299
Localization ‑ FRA and DEU: No campaigns listed in "Campaign Responses" panel.

1‑69318
Localization ‑ Contract Tickets Follow Up value

1‑69320
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: Text on QuickFind search dialog is not localized

1‑69323
Localization ‑ DEU: Button text is truncated on "Update Contact Options" dialog.

1‑69324
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: All tooltips of "Activity Type" are un-localized in "Activities" tab of "What's New" page.

1‑69325
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: Text not localized on "Update Contact Options" dialog.

1‑69326
Localization ‑ DEU and FRA: Labels are truncated on "Complete Activity" dialog.

1‑69328
Web:  After applying Hot Fix 26 for 7.2.2 and using the SendSLX in outlook nothing is recorded to history.

1‑69329
Localization Web: Complete button label is truncated on the activities detail display view

1‑69332
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: The string "None" is not localized in the "Sales Process" dropdown list of "Sales Process" tab.

1‑69337
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Some strings are not localized in the "Time Frame" drop down list of "Options" page.

1‑69338
Localization ‑ FRA & DEU: Some strings are not localized in the "Default View" drop down list of "Options" page.

1‑69339
Localization ‑ The Save & Cancel buttons don't translated in four of the lead import wizard 'import actions' dialogs

1‑69344
In the Web Client when doing a look up on a group where a non‑default layout is used, the lookup criteria based on that group is 
ignored.

1‑69346
Web: Help Search returns errors on UTF‑8 characters

1‑69350
Web: When in the summary view, the Est. Close date is one day prior to what's on the detail page of that opportunity.

1‑69353
Localization ‑ Web: Help, About page does not translate

1‑69354
Localization ‑ Button label not translated on Ticket detail view in customer portal

1‑69368
Localization ‑ Insert new Contact: search for Duplicates ‑ Options not localized

1‑69369
Localization ‑ Import History ‑ Resolve Duplicate Import Lead not loading values

1‑69370
Localization ‑ Query builder ‑ Calculations, tables and fields names in English

1‑69371
Localization ‑ Web: User type Picklist in the Share Groups dialog contains duplicate and un-translated entries when logged in as admin

1‑69381
Performance ‑ The AccountDetail quick form is doing an un‑constrained query for contacts

1‑69392
Localization ‑ Misspelled key in OpportunityStatistics.ascx

1‑69406
Warning message received regarding unsaved data is inaccurate

1‑69420
"The following record(s) were not found in SalesLogix for the email that was sent" error occurs when using SendSLX against 
and Oracle database and the email address case does not correctly match what is in the database.

1‑69422
Entity name in query builder does not reflect new display name

1‑69430
Performance ‑ csc.exe loading when accessing the page ‑ need to Trap exceptions when SmartParts fail to build properly

1‑69434
Insert Note, Scheduled For field should be changed to Leader in the Web Client to match the LAN Client

1‑69457
OutOfMemory Issue With DataSet.GetXml

1‑69460
MapQuest hyperlink doesn't pass data until after you edit the address

1‑69461
Displayed DateTime values change when resizing columns of an Opportunity group in the Web Client

1‑69467
HistoryList smart part is doing an unconstrained query.

1‑69468
Performance: NoteList smart part is doing an unconstrained query

1‑69538
Web:  Notes are truncated to below 255 characters when scheduling a follow up phone call.

1‑69550
Stability ‑ receiving random SLXOLEDB Exception errors in the Event logs. Causing "perceived" performance issues

1‑69576
Web: When adding a new lead in web client, "Look for Matching Records" does not return expected results

1‑69578
"Begin with First Ticket" grayed out in Insert Contract view in the Web Client

1‑69586
Web Viewer users cannot add/edit/complete Notes

1‑69593
Web: Typo in script file CommonTasksTasklet.ascx

1‑69609
Localization ‑ Customer portal help table of contents and linking

1‑69616
Setting an Opportunity Status to Closed‑Lost in the Web Client updates

1‑69617
When Default Ownership is set to another user or team logged in user is not a member of, user is unable to add an account in 
the web client

1‑69641
Web: The Opportunity default naming convention functionality on the Options‑>Opportunities tab does not work correctly.

1‑69646
Should not allow carriage return‑linefeed in Group Name in QB

1‑69655
Should "Not" get the YSOD if some bad data entered in the group name.

1‑69656
Web: The Opp est. close date is one day prior to the 'Use this estimated close date' default setting.

1‑69723
Web:  "The following error(s) occurred when uploading one or more attachments: File Name: Test.msg; Error Message: Index 0
is out of range; Error code: 0; Saved: False" error occurs when sending an email using SendSLX and HTTPCompression.

1‑69729
Web Client Lead address filters display no records in the grid

1‑69731
Web: Reference to HttpCacheability.NoCache call fails under IE & SSL in certain environments.  Need to change to 
HttpCacheability.Private

1‑69735
When scheduling an activity in SalesLogix as a user that has access to a large number of other user's calendars, it will take 20+
seconds to load the new activity window in the web client

1‑69736
Error:  "request: error: undefined" occurs when opening a group in the Web Client

1‑69737
Web: IE7/8 has a significant performance delay when processing around 5000 records in the Opportunity|Product tab.

1‑69744
EAccess Violation Error after 7.5.1 Hot Fix 15 applied

1‑69771
Error ‑ when Lead with activity containing long notes >255

1‑69774
Web: Error when adding attachments

1‑69789
Web:  Edit Activity pop‑up windows in the web client pegs CPU at 100% when opened from the activity tab in the account or 
contact detail view

1‑69822
I am getting error on page message when I am doing lookup on custom field.

1‑69832
Performance ‑ Copy to email button on Opportunity Detail form is causing potentially large queries unnecessarily

1‑69833
Performance ‑ Copy to email button on Sales Order Detail form is causing excess data and markup to be added to the page

1‑69834
Performance ‑ Dependency lookup control can be dragged underneath the top and side panels and get lost there

1‑69875
Records will display incorrectly when scrolling through certain groups.

1‑69887
Web: Status: error ‑ error: undefined

1‑69893
Web: Clicking cancel after scheduling a phone call or a meeting does not close the view

1‑69932
Tables created through SQL and enabled through Database Manager do not display correctly when creating a local join in the Web Client Query Builder

1‑69936
Web: Clicking cancel after scheduling a phone call or a meeting does not close the view

1‑69946
Performance: MailMerge slow when the database contains a large number of groups

1‑69960
Web Lead conversion doesn't find matches when the account contains an apostrophe or period

1‑69961
Contact Notes in the Web Client are being truncated

1‑69963
When syncing a new contact from Outlook‑>Slx via EL with a home address set an error occurs.

1‑69971
In the Web Client when doing a look up on a group where a non default layout is used, the lookup criteria based on that group is 
ignored.

1‑69995
Web Lookup using a ";" displays all records

1‑70022
An error occurred executing active form script (System:Move Contact) Error in include script (System:SLXDatabaseSupport): 
Error calling method btnOKClick  Failed to parse SQL at line 255, char 1

1‑70044
Web: Default currency reporting is incorrect

1‑70045
The Web Client loses focus of the Attachment Tab when adding an attachment through a history record.

1‑70059
Web:  Welcome page not refreshing immediately after creating an Activity

1‑70079
Web: When in the Ticket Summary view, and hovering then clicking on the Defect ID, and error appears. 

1‑70085
Unbound date time picker control in the web triggers a IE popup "Are you sure you want to navigate away from this page?"

1‑70089
Display Name does not appear in Query Builder after sharing a group with others

1‑70105
Web ‑ Dragging "More Tabs" from the middle pane to the list of more tabs causes the More Tabs to be unusable

1‑70130
Web: Popup Dialogs ‑ Excessive CPU utilization when opening dialogs under IE7

1‑70136
Web: Fields with underscores in the fieldname cause filters not to work

1‑70138
Group filters in the Web Client that contain apostrophes do not apply correctly

1‑70139
Web Mail merge takes 4 minutes to load on web server with 64bit OS

1‑70158
In Query Builder, when using “IN” operator against the Accountmanagerid field returns no results.

1‑70183
Web: When two fields of the same name exist in a group layout, filters display data from the field shown first in the layout.

1‑70185
Picklist values using double quotes do not function correctly when multiple selections are allowed

1‑70187
Web: Error when editing a recurring Activity in the Web Client and clicking Complete

1‑70188
Export to File link under Common Tasks, adds additional fields to the exported CSV file.

1‑70236
Web: The number of things that can be selected from OOB multi‑select Picklists exceeds the size of OOB fields

1‑70265
Web: Filters return an error when selected against a contact group with a very large number of records

1‑70273
Editing the Recurring tab on a single instance of an Activity fails

1‑70298
Error on page is displayed when clicked on filters

1‑70302
Performance ‑ Activities smart part is doing an unconstrained query.

1‑70304
Performance ‑ Calculated fields in the Account entity that has code that is causing potentially large unbounded queries.

1‑70329
Error message is displayed when doing lookup after sorting the column.

1‑70358
Web: Event log errors after inserting a campaign, also campaign & contact records unavailable

1‑70367
FTP hang issues with Sync

1‑70403
OutOfMemory Issue With DataSet.GetXml

1‑70426
Sync Server: Changes made to a float field on a remote fail to apply at the host when the host is using Oracle 10G database

1‑70450
Web: Sales Orders ‑ Selecting OK after editing the Discount or Tax fields does not close the popup

1‑70453
String or binary data would be truncated error adding Asset with a long description

1‑70466
FTP hang issues with Sync

1‑70478
Turning Tech: Connection Issue ‑ need to retry on a connection failure for Activity Reminders Dialog

1‑70482
Web FILTERS: Clicking the City Filter name causes the long running script error.

1‑70484
Intellisync does not remember conflict resolution results between synchronizations

1‑70488
Sync Server: Changes made to a float field on a remote fail to apply at the host when the host is using Oracle 10G database

1‑70521
Web: On the reminder view the buttons should be disabled unless the appropriate selection/check box is made

1‑70522
Groups in the dropdown list in the Web Client are sorted by Name, not Display Name

1‑70560
Web:  Words appear to overlap or become unreadable in the Confirmation Filter

1‑70562
we have to double click for some filters to expand

1‑70563
Web FILTERS: City Filter for Leads not working.

1‑70565
Web: Error on page is returned when changing between the groups and filters

1‑70566
Web: 
When clicking the filter name. An error message returned: A script on this page is causing Internet Explorer to run slowly.

1‑70567
Issue where if the table name and entity name aren’t the same the filters were breaking. Shouldn’t need to manually change the 
filters at all after this

1‑70568
For Account Manager and owner filters: If I check on any check box ,it is not showing any filtered records and the tick mark will 
disappear after that

1‑70582
Clicking the "All" checkbox for filter having large dataset causes the long running script error

1‑70584
If we expand the filters still the plus sign is displayed instead of ‑ sign.

1‑70585
Web Filters: The hidden distinct filter items didn’t seem to persist.

1‑70586
Web Filters with large dataset: If any filter(Expand state filter) is expanded and scrolling on the list view, message is received(A 
Script on this page is causing Internet Explorer to run slowly)

1‑70588
Web Filters with large dataset: Changing between the groups when any of the filters is open causes script error(A Script on this 
page is causing Internet Explorer to run slowly)

1‑70602
Web Filter with large dataset: If any filter(Expand state filter) is expanded the check boxes are moved to left from initial state

1‑70604
Web:  When scheduling activity and changing the date  the client will freeze at loading.

1‑70610
Web Filter with large dataset: Eval DB‑Navigating to activities, long running query error message is displayed

1‑70664
F1 in About Box dialog does not work

1‑70675
Hot Fix Applied to Network Build does not Function when Copied to CD

1‑70682
AA ‑ Picklists: update the PickListIdFromName method to avoid any problems where the text for an item is the same as the name of a Picklist

1‑70688
DWC installation problem, shortcuts are only being installed for the Admin User who installs the App. Other users only see Intellisync shortcuts

1‑70706
it doesn't appear to make any difference whether you choose As Scheduled or Now, the CompletedDate value in History table is not affected regardless of choice selected.

1‑70713
Web:  Calendar week view will not advance using the button at the top of the view

1‑70765
"Cannot focus a disabled or invisible window" error occurs when browsing through contact records if the Contact Type Picklist is required.

1‑70819
AA ‑ Quick Forms: for the Numeric control, after changing the format type property, the form is not marked as 'dirty'

1‑70868
Web: When a new Ticket is created and Punched In (creating a Ticket Activity), then tab through the tab views in the Ticket Detail, an error occurs. 

1‑70875
Changing the URL within the web client can access files on the system

1‑70929
Web GroupBuilder ‑ Random Event Log message after 7.5.1 HF6 ‑ Index out of Range

1‑70933
Web: When DST flag checked, recurring activity instances after DST starts are changing start times to hour ahead

1‑70956
Web: In the Insert New Contract, when a Service then a Contract Type is entered, both fields are blanked out. 

1‑70970
Kent State ‑ LAN:  Using Drag and Drop to move schedule activities in month/day view or year view changes alarm value

1‑71044
The Account and Contact Lookup dialogs in Insert Phone Call in the Web should match the LAN Client

1‑71050
Web: When there are over 3000 Product records in the database, and the user attempts to add a Product to an Opportunity, a 
timeout error occurs if any lookup criteria is used besides <Name>.

1‑71053
Web: When a Product is set to be the default Product for a user's Opportunities, the setting is not getting applied when a new 
Opp is inserted.

1‑71095
Feature Request: Customer wants to have the Opportunity Product Quantity Field to Display the value with Commas when the value is 1000 or more

1‑71128
Customer cannot upgrade all of its Disconnected Web Client users from 7.5.0 to 7.5.1 without Admin Rights

1‑71130
Export to File memory optimization

1‑71138
Database Connection objects must be disposed of properly

1‑71193
Versions screen from PWS right click menu is not showing any portals

1‑71250
Performance ‑ Address tab performs an unconstrained query

1‑71305
Web: When linking to any record from a tab view with multiple records in the view, a group is not create in the Lookup Results 
tab in the respective list view.

1‑71337
MailMerge DLL not Processing the Request URL properly under a particular scenario

1‑71363
Opportunity_Product Account Amount Discount is not returning correct values.

1‑71483
VBScript SYSTEM:ATTACHMENT SUPPORT has 2 un‑needed lines of code

1‑71534
Cannot see imported leads as campaign targets when a campaign is selected during import

1‑71539
Performance issue in IE8 ‑ issues with communication between the ActiveX and the progress window

1‑71590
Web: Dates are not formatted correctly in Firefox when using foreign regional settings

1‑71595
Web:  Date Parsing for dates is miss coded.

1‑71617
Web ‑ Menu items send down their target but we only set it for context menus, not for the toolbar menus.

1‑71689
Localization ‑ FRA and DEU: Some strings are not localized in Select Contact of E‑mail dialog.

1‑71708
Slow response in Sales Client when browsing Mail Merge templates on a system with many templates released to large amounts of individual users

1‑71762
CompletedDate value is different when completing a scheduled and an unscheduled Timeless Activity in the Web Client

1‑71822
Export to Excel issue under HTTPS ‑ receive error

1‑71900
Web Client: If a detail record is corrupt, user should be taken back to the list view

1‑71965
Web: In certain scenarios Tabbed Data grids can think they have more data than will actually be returned.

1‑72000
Web: Three event log errors are recorded on webhost after converting lead to contact/account

1‑72049
Web:  Java script error displays after un-checking Display All Past Due in the Activity Reminder

1‑72069
Web:  When filtering by User on the Activity List View, activities where a user is the member do not display, only 
activities where the user is the leader display

Web Config
1‑68459
Allow a configuration item in the Web.config to apply the where SQL clause to the lookup in Customer Portal

Web Currencies
1‑58874
When adding a product to an opportunity and multicurrency is turned on, you can't change the type of currency to use.

Web Opportunity
1‑59643
Web: When editing an opportunity competitor and you enter in an alpha character into the rating field, you receive an error.

Web Report Server
1‑68608
Web Reporting does not work if deployed to something other than /SlxClient

1‑68649
DOC ‑ Use of web reporting in the Disconnected web client requires access to the host's web reporting server

1‑69389
Web: W3pe.exe for Web Reporting Server does not release memory after report generation.

Web Server
1‑54702
Gobi Web Implementation Guide Page 31 ‑ Step number 10 needs to be revised.

Web SpeedSearch
1‑67793
Web:  SpeedSearch is displaying the wrong dialogs for history, it is still displaying the dialogs from 7.5.0

1‑69067
SpeedSearch ‑ need to add logging that can be turned on/off as needed

1‑70529
The Show time as in Outlook on an activity that has synced with SalesLogix being changed from Busy to Free (user is a member of the activity)

1‑70885
Web Viewer users cannot add/edit/complete Notes

Workspaces
1‑69669
Tree View Navigation: Must "Select" item before dragging ‑ should be "Click & Drag"

1‑69670
Tree View Navigation: Disorientation After Deleting

1‑69671
Tree View Navigation: Key board controls

1‑69680
Sometimes the save in AA doesn't remove the asterisk

